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“Alright! You will find the exercise that suits you! I will not force you to practice my basic exercises!”

Levi Garrison said.

Everyone was cheering.

There will be no need to cover up in the future.

Practice whatever you want.

No need to look at Levi Garrison’s face.
Levi Garrison looked at Azure Dragon (Qinglong) again and said, “Oh Azure Dragon (Qinglong), you don’t
need to practice anymore! Practice whatever you want! Don’t show it to me! I don’t like you to comfort
me!”

Azure Dragon (Qinglong) said excitedly, “Thank you, boss!”

“Don’t thank me, you are not suitable for practicing my basic exercises. I shouldn’t impose on you!”
Levi Garrison said.

Everyone left with satisfaction.

Planning to find a new exercise right away.

Then, a news shocked the world.

Nearly half of the exercises in the new era are actually the same thing. If you practice it to the extreme,
you will encounter backlash.

As soon as the news came out, the whole world became a sensation.

After all, Zoey Lopez and the others had spread all the facts that they had practiced their techniques to
the extreme and encountered backlash.

At this time, everyone began to give up the exercises they had obtained.

If there is the first, there will be the second.

Everyone gave up one by one.

In the end, except for a small number of people who were stubborn or holding a fluke mentality, they
basically gave up.

Of course, there are still a large number of people who still haven’t given up.

It’s too difficult for them to practice to the extreme, and they won’t even reach it for a lifetime.

Therefore they are not dangerous.

Why not continue to practice…

But there are still many people who give up anyway.

The plan for the Lab of the Gods is still a big blow… There

is a lot of experimental data missing…

“God of Darkness! God of Darkness! First save people! This news was exposed again!”

Mr. X was going to die of anger. NS.

“Mr. X turned out to be made by the traitors of Maya Industry. Now that the Dark God controls Maya
Industry, he naturally knows all this…”

Lucifer said.

“The Dark God can’t stay! You must not stay! All die!”

“Tell Chen Kong, act now, you must kill these three people!” Mr. X can’t wait any longer, and the Dark
God three must die.

Chen Kong still hasn’t been idle these days.

Still absorbing the power of others or various resources and energy.

He is absorbing.

He is still getting stronger!

Next, he wants to go to Forbidden Area No. 76 to take some…

After all, I heard that where resources are rich, any stone contains terrible energy.

He has to become stronger!

To break through to the ninth floor!

He wants to suck the sky and the earth…

and the ninth level of the highest realm can suck power in the air.

A few hundred meters, a few kilometers away, they can still suck you clean.

At this moment Chen Kong received the order!

“Never mind! You can get to the ninth floor by sucking the three of Dark Gods clean!”

Chen Kong actually regarded Levi Garrison as a test stone.

I want to use him to break through to the highest realm of Dafa absorption.

